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Right Networks Announces New Cloud
O�er with Bill.com, Expensify, and
TSheets
The Right Networks Business Cloud and Application Cloud are two new solution
bundles that are part of the Right Networks Cloud. Launched in November, these
two bundles feature a broad set of cloud accounting and business applications
designed to ...
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Right Networks has announced integration partnerships with leading business
application companies Bill.com (business payments), Expensify (receipt and expense
management) and TSheets (time tracking).Right Networks is a provider of cloud-
based accounting and business solutions for CPA �rms, accounting professionals and
small-to-medium-sized businesses.

Designed to address accounting professionals’ key business needs, the three apps are
part of the new Right Networks Business Cloud and Application Cloud bundles,
bringing together a streamlined set of cloud connected applications that accounting
professionals and their clients can use to run their business, streamline work�ow,
and boost productivity and savings.

The Right Networks Business Cloud and Application Cloud are two new solution
bundles that are part of the Right Networks Cloud. Launched in November, these two
bundles feature a broad set of cloud accounting and business applications designed
to streamline business operations and provide accounting professionals and their
small business clients a better way of working together.
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“Partnering with Bill.com, Expensify and TSheets and bringing together these three
best-of-breed applications for business payments, receipt and expense management,
and time tracking on the Right Networks cloud gives accounting professionals the
ideal technology stack of hand-picked apps for running a businesses’ �nancial
operations,” said Rachel Krug, Director of Product Marketing at Right Networks.
“Right Networks’ Business Cloud or Application Cloud users can now access,
connect, and manage these applications from one centralized cloud ecosystem,
giving our customers the opportunity to streamline work�ow and boost
productivity.”

Bill.com, the largest U.S. business payments network that processes over $50 billion
a year for more than 2.5 million members, will be easily available and useable to
customers in the Business Cloud and Application Cloud offers from Right Networks.
Bill.com has built an industry-leading reputation for helping businesses and
accounting �rms get paid 2-3 times faster and reduce the time spent on bill approvals
and payments by 50%. 

“Bill.com streamlines and mobilizes AP and AR for accounting �rms and businesses,
allowing them to concentrate on providing great products and services to their
clients. With Right Networks, even more accountants and business owners are going
to have the opportunity to see how Bill.com helps them pay and get paid faster.
We’re excited about that opportunity,” said Becky Riffs, Strategic Partner Manager at
Bill.com.

Expensify, the only receipt and expense management partner of the AICPA and
CPA.com delivers real-time, cloud-based expense reporting through a user-friendly
web and mobile application. Users can track receipts, manage company cards, and
submit, approve, and reimburse expense reports from the Expensify mobile app, then
sync the data directly to QuickBooks Desktop hosted on Right Networks for complete
�nancial records, at no additional hosting cost.

“More and more, small businesses are turning to cloud storage solutions to ensure
that their data is secure and accessible. We’re excited to partner with Right Networks
to make this easier for our mutual customers,” said TJ Ferriss, Head of Strategic
Partnerships at Expensify.

TSheets, the No. 1 rated and requested mobile time tracking app, integrates with the
Right Networks Cloud to give Right Networks users the ability to track and manage
employee timesheets anywhere and from any device, with no extra hosting costs.
TSheets has established itself as a leader in employee time tracking and scheduling
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software that automates timesheets for fast and easy payroll, provides real-time
workforce data with GPS tracking and the “Who’s Working” feature, and generates
visual reports for everything from hours worked per employee to job costing.

“We recognize that it’s harder than ever to run a business. Automation can help.
With TSheets and Right Networks, employees can eliminate the headaches of
tracking their time. And employers can send accurate time data from TSheets to
QuickBooks for ef�cient payroll every time,” said Kyle Jenke, SVP Global Platform and
Partnerships at TSheets.

The Right Networks Business Cloud offering features the ability to host Bill.com,
Expensify, and TSheets alongside QuickBooks Desktop. Business Cloud also allows
users to streamline their work even further by pairing QuickBooks Desktop in the
cloud with access to Microsoft Excel, eliminating the need to copy and paste �les to a
local machine.

Right Networks Application Cloud users have the ability to host Bill.com, Expensify,
and TSheets, in addition to an unlimited number of applications from the company’s
directory of 150+ business operations and accounting applications, ranging from
business analytics and reporting to �nance to management to retail.

These new partnerships are part of the all-new Right Networks cloud, with three
offerings designed to cloud-connect accounting professionals to their small-business
clients at every stage of their growth. For more information about Right Networks’
new partnerships, the Application Cloud and/or Business Cloud offerings, please visit
www.rightnetworks.com or call 888-41-RIGHT.
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